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In this Master’s Theses a real-time analytics pipeline is built to serve predictions
to users based on the usage and the operational data of a Web service. The data
of the service is analyzed and a predictive model is built using statistical learning
methods. The pipeline is set up to serve the predictions real-time using compo-
nents from Amazon Cloud Services.
The aim is to show the user a prediction of how long will it take until she/he gets
a verdict on her/his application from the service. As additional goals, the aim is to
study the dataset and its possibilities and research the suitability of the Amazon
Machine Learning service in real-time predictions in Web context.
The features for the predictive model are selected by exploring the dataset and
using the Amazon Machine Learning service to evaluate the features. The Ama-
zon Machine Learning service is also used to build a predictive machine learning
model. The real-time analytics pipeline is built using Amazon components and
following the Lambda Architecture guidelines.
The best model performed better than the baseline model, though only moder-
ately. The data lacked some vital information for the prediction target such as
information about the personnel. Implementing the pipeline with Amazon com-
ponents was considered straightforward. The Lambda Architecture worked well
for the problem. It was found out that the Amazon Machine Learning service is
easy to use but its machine learning capabilities and user interface are limited. It
was highlighted that it is essential to explore and learn the dataset before build-
ing or designing the pipeline, as the pipeline design depends heavily from the data
and from the use case.
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Ta¨ssa¨ diplomityo¨ssa¨ on rakennettu reaaliaikainen analytiikkaja¨rjestelma¨, jolla
na¨yteta¨a¨n ennustuksia ka¨ytta¨jille era¨a¨ssa¨ verkkopalvelussa, perustuen verkko-
palvelun ka¨ytto¨dataan ja operatiiviseen dataan. Verkkopalvelun dataa analysoi-
daan ja sen perusteella rakennetaan tilastollisiin menetelmiin pohjaava ennusta-
va koneoppimismalli. Analytiikkaja¨rjestelma¨ rakennetaan ka¨ytta¨en komponentte-
ja Amazonin pilvipalvelusta.
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ominaisuudet Amazonin koneoppimispalvelun avulla. Amazonin koneoppimispal-
velua ka¨ytettiin myo¨s ennustavan koneoppimismallin rakentamiseen. Reaaliaikai-
nen analytiikkaja¨rjestelma¨ rakennettiin ka¨ytta¨en komponentteja Amazonin pilvi-
palveluista ja seuraten Lambda-arkkitehtuurin suunnitteluperiaatteita.
Paras rakennetuista koneoppimismalleista oli parempi kuin pohjamalli, joskaan
ei mitenka¨a¨n merkitta¨va¨sti. Datasta puuttui joitain ennustettavan arvon kan-
nalta ta¨rkeita¨ tekijo¨ita¨ kuten tietoa hakemuksia ka¨sitteleva¨sta¨ henkilo¨kunnasta.
Analytiikkaja¨rjestelma¨n rakentaminen Amazoniin osoittautui kuitenkin helpoksi.
Amazonin koneoppimispalvelu todettiin helppoka¨ytto¨iseksi, vaikkakin se todet-
tiin koneoppimisominaisuuksiltaan melko yksinkertaiseksi, seka¨ ka¨ytto¨liittyma¨n
osalta rajoittuneeksi. Tyo¨ssa¨ korostetaan, etta¨ on ta¨rkea¨a¨ tutkia dataa ennen kuin
rakentaa analytiikkaja¨rjestelma¨n, silla¨ ja¨rjestelma¨n rakenne riippuu suuresti siita¨
minka¨laista data on ja mika¨ on sen seka¨ datan ka¨ytto¨tarkoitus.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Machine learning has many interesting applications in Web services. Web
services can be optimized and customized with the help of machine learn-
ing methods. A Web service can automatically recommend content to a user
based on his previous behavior on the Web service. Statistical learning mod-
els can give the user insight to his process and give him additional information
about his case.
There are however challenges on the way of making machine learning part
of every day Web development. Many of the machine learning applications
and data analysis technologies lack scalability and robustness. On the other
hand most of software developers lack the theoretical knowledge of machine
learning to implement predictive machine learning applications. Big amounts
of data and demand for real time data processing also set demands on soft-
ware developers and architects.
In this Master’s Thesis we are going to build a real time analytics pipeline
to bring real time predictions in a Web service. The pipeline will show a real-
time prediction to the user visiting the Web service. The prediction will give
user insight to his process and add transparency to the Web service. The pre-
dictions will be based on the usage and operational data of the Web service.
By building this pipeline we learn about the challenges of bringing ma-
chine learning to a Web service and the motives and possibilities of machine
learning in Web context. To simplify our pipeline we will be using the Ama-
zon Machine Learning service to provide the machine learning functionality
to our pipeline. The Amazon Machine Learning service is a software as a
service solution built by Amazon to provide an easy to adapt machine learn-
ing service to every day software development. We will evaluate the Amazon
Machine Learning service and its suitability to solve our problem.
The service we are going to adapt our real time analytics pipeline to, is Lu-
papiste Web service, which is a service for applying for a construction permit
7
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from a municipality. The service was built by Solita1. It has extensive logging
data from the usage of the service over the service lifetime. Our pipeline aims
to predict information from the log and operational data sets of the service
that would be beneficial for the user and to the authorities. By bringing the
machine learning dimension to the Lupapiste service, we wish to bring more
transparency to the service and learn about the Lupapiste data set and its
possibilities.
1.1 Problem statement
In this Master’s Thesis we will research how well the Lupapiste data set and
the Amazon Machine Learning service answer our goal of creating real-time
predictions in a Web service and what is the pipeline architecture that suits
our needs. We will analyze our data and discuss how well the data answers to
our problem and what sort of preprocessing is needed for the data. We will
discuss the architecture of the real time analytics pipeline and implement the
essential parts of it.
We will explore the Lupapiste data and build a predictive machine learn-
ing model based on the data using the Amazon Machine Learning service. We
will choose the features for our machine learning model based on the analy-
ses of the business logic of the Lupapiste service and explorative analyses on
the data. The Amazon Machine Learning service provides us the functional-
ity to evaluate our assumptions on the data and train and build the machine
learning model. Once the machine learning model is built and running in the
Amazon Machine Learning service, we will design and build a real time ana-
lytics pipeline using Amazon components. The aim of the real time pipeline
is to bring the prediction to the users in real-time based on the model we
built. The pipeline will adapt the architecture of the Lambda Architecture.
The first part of our problem is to find out whether our data can predict
the desired target and how accurate this prediction is. Our data set will be
a combination of Lupapiste usage data logs and Lupapiste operational data
from the production database. Based on that data we want to show to the
user a prediction of how long his application processing time will be. By pro-
cessing time we refer to time that goes after user submits the application to
the point the municipality gives a verdict on the application. We will ex-
plore the data to find the features that have correlation with our target that
is the processing time. Once we have good feature candidates we will build
a machine learning model from the candidates using the Amazon Machine
1Solita is a Finnish software and consulting company founded on 1996. It develops
digital solutions to customers in private and public sectors.
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Learning service and let the service evaluate our model. Based on the evalu-
ation we know whether our feature candidates actually have any correlation
with the target and whether it improves our model. Using the Amazon Ma-
chine Learning service we can iterate over all of our feature candidates to find
the best predicting model.
The second part of our problem will be the integration of the Amazon
Machine Learning service with the Lupapiste service to bring the real time
predictions to users. The Amazon Machine Learning service is a ready built
stand-alone Web service, so no implementation or infrastructure set up is
needed there. The service also offers an API for requesting the real time pre-
dictions. Therefore the main problem we will need to solve in this phase, is
how to gather all the needed information for the prediction and how to serve
the prediction real time to the user. To solve these problems, we will set up
the Lambda Architecture type pipeline in a cloud environment containing
several databases and other components. We will analyze the scalability of
our pipeline and discuss the price and information security perspectives. We
will discuss about the value cloud computing can bring to data analysis and
machine learning solutions.
For all our infrastructure we choose Amazon cloud services due to Ama-
zon being a big, popular cloud service provider and widely used at Solita.
There are similar solutions and even similar machine learning solution to the
Amazon Machine Learning service offered by Microsoft Azure and Google
Cloud, but we will concentrate on Amazon solutions in this theses. In some
extend our solution could be applied to other providers, but this will be left
for further research.
1.2 Structure of the thesis
In Chapter 1 we introduce our problem and the scope and describe the struc-
ture of this Master’s Theses.
In Chapter 2 we will go through the machine learning basic principles
using fundamental literature of this area. We will take a look of previous re-
search made in the past on machine learning and real-time prediction in Web
services. We will shortly discuss cloud services and introduce the Amazon
Machine Learning service. At last we will introduce the Lupapiste service.
In Chapter 3 we will introduce an approach called linear regression used
in the model building. We will explain the method for selecting the features.
We will introduce a design called Lambda Architecture, that we will use for
our pipeline.
In Chapter 4 we will run the data analysis, discuss and present the results
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of the analysis. We will describe the process needed for preprocessing and
feature engineering the data and describe the process of building the model
with Amazon Machine Learning service. We will describe the implementation
of our pipeline.
In Chapter 5 we will discuss our model and possible ways to improve it.
We will discuss the scalability and other attributes of our suggested pipeline.
In Chapter 6 we will present our conclusions, by summing up what we
learned from building our machine learning model and data pipeline.
Chapter 2
Background
2.1 Machine learning in Web services
In this Master’s Thesis we want to bring real-time predictions to users in our
Web service. To get background to our problem we will first take a look at
similar research done in the past related to real-time predictions and machine
learning in Web services.
Real-time predictions in Web services has been a research topic already
already from the early days of the Web [11]. The interest for this problem
setup comes from the desire to recommend user content in a Web service real-
time. The motive behind this or any other personalization or customization
based on user’s profile is to engage users to the Web service or increase the
conversion rate of the Web service [25]. Especially in the Web services such
as e-commerce Web services, where conversions bring direct profit, different
sorts of recommendation systems have become more a necessity than an ad-
ditional feature. A system which can profile users and recommend content
based on the profiling can be referred to a recommendation engine.
The first real-time prediction systems were based on preferences and in-
formation a user inputted himself in a Web service [22]. User was shown for
example questionnaires on a Website or was offered a possibility to rate the
content while using the service. This however resulted to sluggish user experi-
ence and collected possible biased data as users failed to judge their interests
and motives objectively [22]. Questionnaires and forms in Web services also
raised information privacy concerns and users were not always willing to offer
personal data about themselves [11].
To avoid the concerns of user inputted data and also to find more unex-
pected patterns and connections in data, the existing data like click stream
data, application logs or visited URLs can be mined for finding the user pro-
11
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files or patterns [23][26][22]. The traditional approach for creating predictions
from this sort of usage data is comparing the new user to history records us-
ing clustering methods and selecting the users with most similar behavior in
the Web service [26]. For example we can examine the URLs user visited on
Web service and group users by those URLs. That would mean if users A
and B visited URLs a and b and user C visited URLs c and d, we would
divide our users to two clusters, one with A and B and other with the user
C. If we now have a new user D which would have visited URL c we would
divide him to same group with C since they have most same visited URLs.
Now based on other content user C has visited, we could recommend to user
D the content d. This approach can be called collaborative filtering [17]. De-
spite being a simple approach this is a relative efficient and intuitive solution
for this problem. It is used by big, modern Web services such as Amazon
e-commerce Web service and YouTube Web service [20][8].
In reality clustering is not this straightforward. Especially in the Web
services of today, where user can visit hundreds of URLs during one session,
defining the distance between two users’ profile can get complicated. The
pure clustering approach also lacks scalability: finding the right cluster for
new entry might end up in a unbearable latency with multidimensional data
[23]. Therefore lots of research has been done to define and optimize the pro-
cess of calculating the distance between two users profile. For example in
case of URLs, different URLs in the Web service can be given different weight
when calculating the distance to emphasize the essential content on the Web
service [26]. Also instead of clustering the visited URLs we can examine the
sequence of the URLs and recognize patterns in the sequences the user vis-
ited [22][4]. In addition to URLs, in context of e-commerce for example the
previous purchases or in context of social media the relationships between
the users or user’s search queries can be used as attributes when building the
clusters [17][14].
In the earlier research a clear separation is made between oﬄine and on-
line processes of the predictive machine learning workflow [22]. By oﬄine
process is referenced to the phase were the data is pre-processed and the clus-
ters are formed. By online process is referenced to the phase where user is
offered the prediction in the Web service. The modern Web services of today
need to however handle huge amount of rapidly evolving data and several
different variables when building the predictions. Therefore the separation
between oﬄine and online process is no longer an working analogy but ser-
vices have complicated data pipelines specifically built for collecting, process-
ing and serving the data in real time [29][19]. For these purposes specific Big
Data solutions have been developed for fast and robust data access, process
and storage [12]. Most notable of these technologies are collection of database
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technologies called NoSQL databases and batch and stream processing frame-
works for efficient data processing [6][9].
The data pipelines essentially collect and aggregate data from different
data sources for example from different log files or real-time data streams.
After that the pipeline usually processes some calculations over the data and
stores the processed results to separate storage for further analyzes or for
serving results to users. The pipelines need to deal with heavy write opera-
tions, evolving data schemas and offer high availability, fault isolation, real
time view on the processed data [5][29][7]. To meet these requirements dif-
ferent components in the data pipeline might for example need be duplicated
and many completely new architectural designs need to be made.
The problem we are trying to solve in this thesis differs slightly from the
earlier research presented here. Firstly, our motive differs from the most typ-
ical use case of real time predictions. We are not trying to engage the user
on our Web service or recommend him content. We want to give user in-
formation based on our model. Our motive is to bring transparency to the
process and by that in the long run to accumulate the process. Secondly, our
case differs from the cases described here since instead of blindly clustering
our data we have some prior knowledge of our users. For users who have al-
ready gotten a decision to their application in the service, we already know
our target which is the processing time of the application. We can utilize this
information when creating the predictions for the new users. The approach
we use in this thesis can be called supervised learning.
We will open the term supervised learning and the statistical learning con-
cepts powering the predictions in Chapter 2.2.
2.2 Statistical machine learning
To understand the method of creating predictions based on existing data we
will shortly go through the principles and basic methods of statistical learn-
ing. We will build here the necessary theory of statistical learning needed to
follow the rest of the thesis.
In statistical learning we try solve the following problem: if we are pro-
vided with variables X how can we predict the output value Y based on those
variables. To open this we go through a simple example: sales predicting. In
this example we are selling a product and we are interested in the sales of it.
Therefore the sales is the output value Y that we are trying to predict. The
amount of sales depends on several variables such as TV advertising, social
media advertising or re-sellers. These variables are described as X. Essen-
tially the problem we are trying to solve is to find a function f to fit our
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variables X to our target Y [15]. In other words we try figure out how do
different variables X (TV advertising, social media advertising or re-sellers)
effect our target Y (sales). After finding the f , we can use the f to predict
target Y based on the variables X for completely new entries. That means
we could predict or at least give an estimation of the sales based on planned
advertising and re-sellers already beforehand or even better we can select our
TV advertising, social media advertising and re-sellers to optimize the sales.
Essentially most of the statistical learning problems fall into two cate-
gories: supervised and unsupervised learning. The example of sales previ-
ously is an example of supervised learning. For each sample there is a corre-
sponding target value Y that is supervised output. In contrast in unsupervised
learning there is no supervised output available for the data [15]. To explain
the idea of unsupervised learning, we will go through an other example. If
we would be selling a product we would have an idea of the groups of peo-
ple buying our product. Each group could be described by the motives and
demographics of the group. Being able to fit a new potential buyer to any
of our user groups would be beneficial, since we might be able to target our
advertising and supply better. However these groups are not known before-
hand and therefore no supervised method can be applied here. To find out
these user groups, we must use unsupervised methods for clustering the data
[15]. These clusters then represent our buyer groups. Once the clusters are
known we can fit a new buyer to one of the clusters and use that to predict
a user’s motives or behavior. This problem of user groups is similar to the
problem of grouping users by visited URLs described earlier.
In this thesis we are going to use the supervised learning method. Our
problem is more similar to the first example of sales than to second example
of the buyers. We have the variables X and also the supervised output Y to
predict. Essentially supervised learning processes consists from two phases,
the training and the valuation phase. In the training phase we will estimate
the f based on the training data with supervised output. After training we
go through the an evaluation phase for testing our model against evaluation
data, which must be different from the training data [15]. This evaluation
data set must also have supervised output Y in order to evaluate the model
performance. If we are satisfied with evaluation results, we can use our model
to give predictions for new data entries.
Developing a statistical learning model also includes a feature selection
phase. That means we try to select the variables that give us the best model.
In the rest of this Master’s Thesis we will call the these variables features. We
can improve our features by extracting more information out of the original
data or phenomena. This sort of feature extraction requires a sufficient do-
main understanding [33]. There are also automatic methods for selecting the
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significant features, but in this thesis we will not be using any of those but
select our features based on domain understanding. Automatic methods for
feature selection are not needed in our research since the variable set in our
data is relatively small. Also we want to build a good understanding from
the data and by selecting features through explorative data analysis we get
to examine and learn about the data.
2.3 Amazon Machine Learning service
The Amazon Machine Learning service functionality is based on the statisti-
cal learning methods described before. We will discuss our motivations and
interests for using the service in this Master’s Thesis.
The Amazon Machine Learning service is a software as service solution de-
veloped by Amazon1. It was published 2015 to bring Amazon to the market
field of low cost fast adapt machine learning solutions. The service offers both
an user interface and APIs for building and evaluating a predictive machine
learning model and fetching predictions based on the model. The service of-
fers both real-time predictions and batch predictions for bigger amounts of
data.
The details of the implementation of the Amazon Machine Learning ser-
vice are not public, but we can come up with some conclusions of the imple-
mentation based on the documentation and the API of the service. Based
on the documentation we can say that the machine learning functionality
is based on linear regression and logistic regression algorithms. These algo-
rithms are introduced in Chapter 3.1. Both of these algorithms are efficient
algorithms suitable for many machine learning problems but also relatively
basic and standards in the industry [24][32].
As there is nothing pivotal in the machine learning functionality of the
Amazon Machine Learning service, to understand the motivation behind it
we must examine it from a system architecture point of view. Based on pre-
vious discussion and introduction to machine learning methods it is easy to
see that building a machine learning application is not trivial. It requires un-
derstanding about statistical methods, machine learning technologies and the
data set itself. The application easily becomes heavily domain specific and
difficult to test or write the exact specifications other than in the most trivial
cases [28]. There are solutions described in literature to use batch processing
frameworks for building machine learning applications [13][19]. That sort ap-
proach however requires knowledge over machine learning methods and also
1http://docs.aws.amazon.com/machine-learning/latest/dg/machinelearning-dg.pdf
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deep knowledge about the batch processing framework implementation to be
able to run algorithms efficiently. With Amazon Machine learning service the
company or the team can take machine learning service as part of the sys-
tem easier, without a need to build and maintain a complex machine learning
system on their own. Even in a case where the company would be interested
in investing in building a machine learning solution in the long run, with the
Amazon Machine Learning service or with any other similar solution by any
other service provider, the machine learning feature can be tested and pro-
totyped with low cost.
Being a cloud solution the Amazon Machine Learning service also offers
scalability that the common tools for analyzing data and building models
such as R and Matlab lack by default [3][30]. Even though there are commer-
cial and community solutions for bringing scalability to Matlab and R, those
tools can not yet be trivially scaled to run on several machines [28]. Machine
learning applications will by design need to be able to handle big data sets.
Building a machine learning model is an iterative process which requires lots
of computing power. However the need for high computation power is not
constant since building the model is a temporary process and does not need
to run constantly. The cloud services have the appearance of infinite comput-
ing power which is available on demand [2]. By using cloud services in ma-
chine learning, it is possible to avoid big upfront commitment and only pay
for resources that are needed. Therefore we do not end up constantly paying
for the computing power that is only needed for relatively small amount of
time when building the model or creating predictions. This circumstance is
also reflected in the Amazon Machine learning service billing policy. The us-
age of the service is billed by time when building the model. The predictions
are billed, by the amount of predictions requested from the service.
2.4 Lupapiste service
The Web service that we are going to target in our research is the Lupapiste
Web service2. We will next explain the basic functionality of the service and
discuss our motivation of bringing a machine learning dimension to the Lu-
papiste service.
Lupapiste is a Web service for applying construction permission from mu-
nicipalities. It was released in the spring 2013. By end of year 2016 it is in use
approximately in 100 municipalities in Finland. The Lupapiste service sim-
plifies the application process for both applicant and municipality authorities,
2www.lupapiste.fi
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Figure 2.1: The state diagram of application in the Lupapiste service
by providing a fluent communication channel for all parties included in the
construction process and simple, informative user interface.
To get the construction permission one must declare detailed a plan for
the building project, the ownership, the materials and the techniques to be
used in the construction project. The municipality authorities will make a
verdict of a construction permission based on the offered information and
documents. Especially for large projects, the key personnel such as lead de-
signer or project manager must also be accepted by the municipality. The
application process states are shown in the state diagram in Figure 2.1. In
this diagram we see the Lupapiste process states from creating the applica-
tion to the state where application is assigned to the municipality and finally
given a verdict.
It is typical that the processing time takes longer than excepted. Addi-
tional information from the applicant is often needed, when all needed in-
formation is not submitted in the initial submission. The service does pre-
validation of the data user entered such as mandatory attachments for saving
time of the municipality officers in most trivial cases. However maintaining
detailed validation rules for tens of available application types soon turns out
to overly troublesome. Due applicant failing to give out all the needed infor-
mation in the first place the application goes back to applicant to be com-
plimented and from there again to be processed by authorities which results
to extended processing time. Also other matters, like municipality personnel
work situation effect the application processing times.
In this Master’s Thesis, we are trying to model the application processing
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time based on data available at the moment the user submits the application.
By processing time we refer to the time that goes from submitting the ap-
plication to the point the verdict is given by the municipality. We want to
show a prediction of the processing time to the applicant real-time in the
Lupapiste service after the applicant submits his application. Based on this
information the applicant can estimate how long it is going to take to get
the verdict. We chose the processing time as prediction target, since gener-
ally it is the single most interesting variable to the applicant. Predicting the
processing time is also interesting, since the authorities want to shorten the
processing time. Therefore they are interested to understand the variables
that cause the application process to lengthen.
Chapter 3
Methods
3.1 Linear regression
We will build and evaluate our machine learning model using the Amazon
Machine Learning service. For building the machine learning model the Ama-
zon Machine Learning service uses an approach called linear regression. Un-
derstanding the linear regression algorithm is not mandatory for using the
Amazon Machine Learning service as the service hides most of its internal
functionality. We will however go through the idea of the linear regression,
as this will later help us to understand and analyze our results.
Linear regression is based on the idea of finding a linear formula for pre-
dicting target Y based on variable X. It is a supervised learning approach.
To use this algorithm there must be a linear relationship between the variable
X and target Y [15]. Mathematically we can write this linear relationship as
follows:
Y ≈ β0 + β1X, (3.1)
≈ meaning approximately modeled as. The β0 and β1 in Equation 3.1 are
two unknown constants: coefficients. Once we manage to give estimations
for the coefficients we can use this equation as a model to create prediction
for target Y based on variable X. We can also present the idea of linear
regression visually as in Figure 3.1. In the figure we use red dots to present
our sample data and a blue line to estimate the linear relationship between
the variables and target. The aim of linear regression is to fit the blue line
so its best describes the data.
We evidently try to select our coefficients β0 and β1 so that our predictions
are as close as possible to the supervised output values. The standard way for
measuring this closeness is the minimizing least squares criterion [15]. From
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Figure 3.1: Fitting a linear regression line to sample data
this criterion we can lead a formula for calculating the coefficients. To un-
derstand this a little better we will go through the idea of the minimizing the
least squares criterion. To calculate the least squares -error we must first cal-
culate the predicted i :th value from the data as yˆi = β0 +β1xi, where β0 and
β1 are our estimated coefficients. Based on that we can calculate the residual,
the difference between our predicted i :th value and the i :th supervised value
of the data as ei = yˆi− yi. Then we calculate the sum over the squares of all
residuals. This is called as the Residual Sum of Squares (RSS) and presented
formally as RSS = e21 + e
2
2 + ... + e
2
n [15]. By creating a formula to mini-
mize this RSS, we can after some calculus come up with following formulas
for coefficients:
bˆ1 =
∑n
i=1(xi − x)(yi − y)∑n
i=1(xi − x)
(3.2)
bˆ0 = y − bˆ1x, (3.3)
where y is the mean of values Y and x the mean of values X. From Equa-
tions 3.2 and 3.3 we get the estimations for β0 and β1 and placing them to
our original Equation 3.1 we can now create predictions for new data entries.
The case presented here is a simple form of linear regression. We only
have one variable that the target depends on. In most of the cases, also in
our research case, the target depends on several variables. The case where
linear regression is applied to multiple parameters is called multiple linear
regression [15]. Instead of having a single variable effecting the target Y , we
have multiple variables with their coefficients:
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Y ≈ β0 + β1X1 + β2X2 + ...+ βpXp (3.4)
Unlike with simple linear regression with one variable, estimating the co-
efficients in multiple linear regression can not be represented as a simple for-
mula so we will not present the formula here. Essentially the idea of estimat-
ing the coefficients is the same as with simple linear regression. The biggest
challenge the multiple regression poses is finding the significant features from
the variables. Different variables might perform differently when combined in
the same model than when researched individually [15]. To tackle this when
building the linear regression model, we will need to try different combina-
tions of our features.
Linear regression requires the data be of a linear type, meaning that the
distance between data points can be given a value. It only suits numeric val-
ues. The Amazon Machine Learning service however lets us also predict bi-
nary and categorical values. A method called logistic regression is used there.
Our target will however be a numeric value so in this research we will use the
linear regression.
Another limitation of the linear regression approach is that it only per-
forms well with data, to which a linear model can be fitted naturally [15].
That means that if the variables X and the target Y do not have a linear re-
lationship the linear regression can not fit a model with good predictions. In
this case alternative methods such as Support Vector Machines could bring
better results [15]. However the Amazon Machine Learning service does not
support other methods than linear regression. We however assume that our
data has approximately a linear correlation with the target. Therefore we
assume that the linear regression model is a suitable approach for us.
3.2 Feature selection
We will start the model building by extracting the significant features from
the data. The method for finding the significant features will be the following.
We will first come up with ideas of the features by analyzing and understand-
ing the business context of the Lupapiste service. Then we will examine the
data by plotting figures to verify our assumptions.
When we have a good feature candidate, we will test our feature using the
Amazon Machine Learning service linear regression algorithm. The Amazon
Machine Learning service builds a linear regression model from our features
and data we upload to the service. This model would be technically already
as such ready to be used for predictions, but we will in this phase only use it
for testing our features.
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The service evaluates the model by calculating the Root Mean Square
error (RMSE) to our values. RMSE is a similar value than RSS described in
Chapter 3.1. In addition of summing the squares of the residuals the RMSE
takes a mean of the squares and then the square root from the mean. We can
present this mathematically as following:
RMSE =
√√√√ 1
N
N∑
i=0
e2i , (3.5)
where N amount of the amount entries in our data. By using the RMSE we
get the idea of the error per sample. Instead of looking at a big sum of errors,
we examine the single error which we can compare to our data values. This
way we can get an idea of how much the error actually is proportioned to the
data samples. However it is good to notice that even though the RMSE is
a single constant value, the error per sample is not constant among samples,
but differs depending on the sample. The way RMSE is calculated emphases
big errors. The samples that differ a lot from the other samples have a big
error close to the RMSE, but the samples that fit well to the linear model
might actually have smaller error than the RMSE suggests.
By using the RMSE we can analyze whether our feature brings any value
for the model. If the RMSE seems to be bigger than with previous feature sets
we should probably drop out this feature. If the RMSE however is smaller
than with previous features, the feature improves our model and we should
keep it. However as discussed Chapter 3.1, the same feature might show cor-
relation to the target in some feature combinations but in some other combi-
nations show no correlation. The feature that first seemed insignificant might
seem significant when combined with some other features. Due this we should
try out different feature combinations to find the most optimal model.
The benefit of our method is that we do constant cross checking of our
assumptions about the data with the Amazon Machine Learning service. We
do not build a separate model for evaluating the data, which might give us
results that would not later be repeatable with Amazon Machine Learning
service. We can constantly be sure that Amazon sees and understands the
features in a similar manner that we do. Once we are done with feature en-
gineering and selection we will have a ready to use machine learning model
in Amazon with no need to start building a new model on another platform
or going through the training and the validation processes again.
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3.3 Lambda Architecture
To bring the real time predictions to the Lupapiste users we must build a real
time analytics pipeline, that will deliver the predictions to the users real time.
At high level the pipeline has following requirements. It should take in one
data entry: the application, do the needed preprocessing to the application,
request a prediction for it from the Amazon Machine Learning service and
return the prediction to the Lupapiste service. The Lupapiste service will
handle showing the prediction to the users in the user interface.
For requesting the prediction from the machine learning service we need
to have some information about the application based on what the machine
learning service can give the prediction. Earlier we dubbed this information
features. What these features are in our case is discussed in Chapter 4.2. Our
data is log events enriched with operational data. We can call this primitive
data just purely data. To be able to turn data into features we must be able
to derive our data into information. To turn the data into information we
must be able to run queries over data. These queries aggregate information
from data in different ways. They might calculate sums over data or calculate
distinct values in a column. To not pose any limitations for queries, they must
essentially be able to run over the whole data set. Formally we could define
the query as following:
query = function(all data) (3.6)
By running the query over the whole data set we will be able to answer
questions about the data such as how many times did certain events occur in
the data or what is the final status after each event. However running queries
on all the data will in the long term require lots of resources and result into
huge latency. Over the Lupapiste service lifetime the service is going to col-
lect gigabytes of log data, that would all need to be analyzed in each query.
There are solutions specifically designed for efficient big data batch process-
ing. However even with these solutions the latency soon becomes unbearable
for real-time predictions and also the required resources get really expensive.
To tackle this problem of fast queries on a big constantly growing data set
a design called Lambda Architecture has been described [21]. The Lambda
Architecture describes a system which provides implementing any arbitrary
function over any data with results returning in low latency. Essentially the
Lambda Architecture consists from three layers: a batch processing layer for
big data batches, a serving layer for queries over the data and a fast real time
layer for low latency queries [21]. Figure 3.2 shows the overall idea of the
Lambda Architecture. We will go more details on the design of each layer.
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Figure 3.2: The Lambda Architecture overview
The batch layer and serving layer together do roughly what we invented
earlier when discussing the requirements of our pipeline. The batch layer
takes all our data and calculates a batch view of the data [21]. That means
that in case we would be interested in knowing how many times a certain
event occurs in the data, the batch layer would calculate this information
from the data and save it to a file. This processed data would then be a new
view to our data. The batch processing layer is built using specific batch pro-
cessing systems. These systems allow the user to write arbitrary queries on
data as the system was a single threaded program, however under the hood
the program execution will be distributed [21]. The distribution is done with
so called MapReduce paradigm and clusters. The distributed computing will
significantly speedup the processing time compared to single threaded pro-
gram.
The batch processing solution outputs the data for example to a text file.
To be able to run queries over this data we must move the data to a database
solution that can index and serve our data [21]. This database can be called
a serving layer. This database needs to support fast random reads but no
random writes. Therefore that database can be read optimized and relatively
simple. The serving layer is responsible for constantly reading in the new
batches from the batch layer. As we pointed out earlier the batch layer will
essentially run through the whole data. Therefore the all data in the tserving
layer will be replaced by every new batch.
The batch and serving layer already almost completely respond to our re-
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quirements. We can process the data and run arbitrary queries over it. How-
ever we are not willing to run the batch layer constantly when the data up-
dates, due to the latency and resource costs. Due to that the Lambda Archi-
tecture suggests a speed layer for offering the view for the most recent data
[21]. Essentially the speed layer offers the same functionality as the batch
layer just with the difference that the real time layer only looks at the most
recent data. By most recent data we refer to the data that has not yet been
processed by the batch layer. Lets say if our batch layer would run once a day,
all data collected after the latest batch run will be most recent data handled
by the speed layer.
The speed layer functionality also differs a little from the batch layer.
Whereas the batch layer always recalculates everything from the scratch, the
speed layer tries to optimize this process by updating its view on the data
[21]. For example if we want to calculate certain events in the log data, the
speed layer would keep a count of how many times the event occurred and
each time the same event occurs again the real time layer would increment
the event count. Both the application logic and database are more compli-
cated on the speed layer than in the batch layer. However there is also less
data to be handled and the results of the speed layer are only temporary [21].
Therefore possible bugs in this layer have less effect on the system.
The final step when calculating the feature from the data is to merge the
result from the speed layer and the result from the batch layer. How this is
handled depends from the query and other implementation details. In our
example of event count this would mean that we query the count for all pre-
vious events from the batch layer and then sum it to the sum of all recent
events from the speed layer. The sum will then be our total event count.
Depending on the use case, the results of the layers however do not need to
be necessary merged but the layers can serve separate purposes. In addition
to our case of calculating features, the Lambda Architecture can be applied
for example for creating dashboards on data [16]. That means that the batch
layer can offer a view on history of the data for example an average over the
history of events and the speed layer can offer a view on the most recent data
for example average of the events for the previous day. The speed layer can
also be used for example reacting events in the data in real-time and the batch
layer for providing statistical overview on the data [31].
The Lambda Architecture can be implemented in various ways, as the
Lambda Architecture does not take a side on implementation details of a sys-
tem. In this theses we will implement the Lambda Architecture using Ama-
zon components. In addition to the architecture presented here, our pipeline
will also need to contain the integration to Amazon Machine Learning service.
Our pipeline will be introduced detailed in Chapter 4.4.
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It is essential to notice that the Lupapiste service and the other circum-
stances will evolve over time and that will effect to the accuracy of our pre-
dictions. In a long term our pipeline should also update our machine learning
model with new training data. For simplicity we will however in this Master’s
Theses concentrate on the real time prediction pipeline.
Chapter 4
Implementation
4.1 Data preprocessing
We will use two different data sets in our research: the Lupapiste usage logs
and the operational data from the Lupapiste -database. Both of these data
sets have been taken from production environment and they contain data
from the past three years.
The log data contains a log entry for each action a user has taken in the
user interface. For example each time a user fills a field in an application
form a log entry is created. Each log entry contains the time stamp of the
log entry, user name and role, the application id and action name and target.
The completed list of features with descriptions is shown in Table 4.1.
The original logging data also includes the target field user entered data.
However, since this sort of data might contain confidential information such
as applicants names or social security numbers, we will filter out this data
already in this phase. In the context of public sector storing and transfer-
ring peoples personal data is usually restricted by law1. By leaving out this
sort of confidential data, we can freely upload our data to third party service
provider such as Amazon.
The operational data in turn contains one row for each application. Each
row tells the application current status, create date, submit date, possible
canceled date and verdict date. The description of the operational data is
shown in Table 4.2. The operational data is fetched from the Lupapiste -
database in JSON-format. Since the JSON-format is unpractical for further
data analyses, we will convert the data to CSV-format by using scripting lan-
guages.
Both of the data sets, log data and operational data contain the appli-
1http://www.tietosuoja.fi/en/index/rekisterinpitajalle.html
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Column Type Description
datetime datetime The time and date of the log event
role categorical author or applicant
user name text The user name
application id text The unique application id
municipality text The municipality code
action categorical The action user was taking. For
example uploading an attach-
ment.
target categorical The target of the action. For ex-
ample the type of the attachment.
Table 4.1: Lupapiste service usage logs
cation id, which makes it possible to perform a join on the data sets. That
means we will create a complete new data set, containing information from
both of the data sets. In the following chapters we will use this method to
utilize data from both of the data sets.
4.2 Explorative data analyses
Our log data set contains lots of information about the application and the
application filling process. It is likely that not all the data will be signifi-
cant thinking of our target. We will next go through our data and derive the
significant features.
Processing time
We start our analyses by defining our target. We aim to predict the time that
has gone from the point a user submitted the application to the time the ver-
dict was given. Both of these time stamps are already as such available in the
application operational data so we will create this new feature by subtracting
the submit time from the verdict time. We will call this time from now on a
processing time. At this point we will need to filter out all applications that
have not yet been given a verdict, since we can not calculate the processing
time for them.
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Column Type Description
applicationId text The unique application id
municipalityId text The unique municipality id
operationId category The application type. E.g. House
createdDate datetime The date application was created
submittedDate datetime The date application was submit-
ted
verdictGivenDate datetime The date verdict was given
canceledDate datetime The date the application was can-
celed
state category The application status, which is
one of the following: open, sub-
mitted, sent, complementNeeded,
canceled, appealed, verdictGiven,
constructionStarted, closed, ex-
tinct
lat number The latitude of the application
target location
long category The longitude of the application
target location
Table 4.2: Operational data from Lupapiste -database
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Figure 4.1: The histogram of applications per municipalities. Majority of the
municipalities have less than few hundred applications altogether
Filtering the data
Our first assumption is that the municipality where the application is cre-
ated would have effect on the processing time. The municipality is directly
available in the operational data set for each application so we can simply
add it to our feature set. When we examine the data, we however notice that
there is big variation in adaption of the service over municipalities. Out of
78 registered municipalities in the service more than half have less than one
hundred applications ever submitted (Fig. 4.1). Since we are worried that
municipalities with less than a few hundred applications are not comparable
with municipalities with thousands of applications, we filter out all but the
five biggest municipalities in terms of the applications.
Next we plot the applications of the five biggest municipalities and their
processing times in a box plot manner (Fig. 4.2). The plot box presents
the majority (≈ 60%) of the data in a box, with a line at the median and
”whiskers” for the values out side this range. From the plot we can try to
figure out the distribution of the processing times per municipality and the
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correlation between municipality and processing time.
The plot however is not really informative, since the processing times are
distributed over a big range and the majority of the values are pushed to bot-
tom of the picture. It seems that while the majority of the applications go
under 1 ∗ 107 seconds (four months), there are some applications that might
even take years. We assume these being big complex construction projects
operated by the public or the private sector such as a shopping center or a
municipality hospital. It is not easy to see any difference between municipal-
ities in this plot.
We decide to simplify our problem by filtering applications by application
type. We assume that different types of applications go through very differ-
ent processes and therefore their processing times are not really comparable.
Different applications types might be effected by the same variables in dif-
ferent ways which would make our model relatively complicated. To avoid
this, we filter applications so that we only leave house (”pientalo”) -types of
applications to the data. We choose this application type, since it is the most
popular application type among our applications.
It is good to notice though, that by limiting our applications to the house
applications and to the five biggest municipalities, we significantly cut our
data set and might effect the quality of our machine learning model. Each of
municipalities selected here has however 100-500 house -applications, so we
consider that being enough for building a linear regression model. We filter
the applications by application type and then plot the applications in the
similar manner as before to Figure 4.3.
In Figure 4.3 we can finally clearly see the correlation between munici-
pality and processing time. The municipalities with code B and code F seem
to generally have clearly longer processing times than other municipalities.
With municipality B, the fastest processing times go to similar numbers than
the processing times of municipality E, however the average of times is clearly
above of the times of municipality E.
Filling time
The next assumption we have, is that the filling time of the application would
have effect on the processing time. We assume that the applicants who take
longer to write their applications would write better applications than people
writing their applications fast. We form the filling time by taking the start
time of the application and subtracting if from the submit time of the appli-
cation. We add the filling time to data which has been filtered as described
in previously. We plot the processing time as the function of the filling time
(Fig. 4.4).
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Figure 4.2: The processing times per municipality
Figure 4.3: The processing times (time to verdict) per municipality with
house -type of applications
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If there is any correlation between the filling time and verdict time, it
is not visible from Figure 4.4. What makes examining the data difficult, is
that most of the data is packed to lower left corner of the picture, since few
extreme values force axes to widths that are too wide for most of the data.
These extreme values not only make the plot difficult to read, but also might
pose a challenge to our linear regression model. To solve this problem, we
take a base hundred logarithm from the processing time and the filling time
and plot the values again (Fig. 4.5).
With the logarithmic function, we are able to get the values to spread over
wider area, which makes the figure more readable. However still no strong
correlation between the filling time and the processing time is visible. The
only thing visible in the picture is the correlation between the municipality
time to the processing time, which was already spotted earlier. The feature
does not seem to have correlation with the target based on this research, nev-
ertheless we will test it in a later phase with the Amazon Machine Learning
service.
Application month
Our next assumption is that the month of the creation date of the application
would have correlation to the processing time. We have the assumption that
some months are slower, since during holiday season there will be less people
working in municipalities. We add the creation month of the application to
the data and plot the data in the box plot manner to Figure 4.6. From the
Figure we can see that the longest processing times are at summer and at the
beginning of the year, however the correlation does not seem to be strong. It
seems that the house applications being complex construction processes they
depend on many external variables and do not depend strongly on time of
the year.
Running month and applications per month
Next we come up with two additional assumptions from the data. We assume
that the running month starting from the beginning of the Lupapiste service
lifetime would have an effect to the processing time. We assume that over the
time municipalities become more fluent in handling the applications, which
makes the processing times faster. Our other assumptions is that amount of
applications per month might effect the processing times. We assume that in
the month, where there is lots of applications the processing times might be
slower than in the months where there is less applications.
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Figure 4.4: The processing times (time to verdict) as seconds per filling times
as seconds. Municipalities separated with color.
Figure 4.5: The base hundred logarithm of processing times (time to verdict)
per filling times. Municipalities separated with color.
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Figure 4.6: The processing times (logarithmic values) distribution over start
months presented as box plot
We create Figure 4.7 to examine our assumptions. From the figure there
is no clear trend to be seen in the development of processing times over time.
However with some municipalities we can see a correlation with the amount
of applications per month and the processing times. Especially with munici-
pality E there is clearly a peak both in applications per month and processing
times between the months 30 (06/2015) and 35 (11/2015). It is however diffi-
cult to say whether one feature caused a peak in the other or are both peaks
caused by same external variable. We will however take the applications per
month as a feature to our data set to test it with Amazon in the next phase.
Action count
So far our assumptions have mostly derived from the operational data. We
will next take a closer look at the log data. Our assumption is that the big-
ger amount of log events would result in faster processing times. We assume
that the more people edited their applications the better the application qual-
ity would be. We plot the processing time per application log action count
(Fig. 4.8). We filter out all the log events that happened after the submit.
In Figure 4.8 we see correlation between the log event count and the pro-
cessing time but different from what we expected. The more log events there
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Figure 4.7: The processing times per running month (the month starting from
Lupapiste -release month) and the amount of applications per month.
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are the longer are the processing times. For a reference we also try out dif-
ferent types of log events. We plot the processing time as a function of the
amount of events related to uploading attachments and the processing time
as a function of actions that are related to updating the competence infor-
mation of the lead designer of the process (Fig. 4.9). In both of these we see
similar correlation between the action count and processing time as with the
log event count. It seems that the more complicated the application is the
more log events is spans and the longer it takes to process.
4.3 Machine learning model
After we have come up with promising features from the data, we will build
our linear regression model with Amazon Machine Learning service. We will
first upload our data set to Amazon S3 bucket. Then we create a machine
learning model from the data using the Amazon Machine Learning service.
The service user interface guides us through the process. The service asks
us to define the types for our features (numerical, categorical, binary or text).
We will mark the municipality and month as categorical features and others
as numerical features. The service also asks us to define the target feature.
For all our experiments in this Chapter, we will use the processing time as
the target feature.
The Amazon Machine Learning service does not give much freedom for
customizing the machine learning methods. The only available algorithm is
the linear regression algorithm. For advanced users there is the possibility
to customize some of the algorithm parameters: number of passes over data
and regularization type and amount. Tuning the regularization type might
become useful with data sets with significant amount of features, so it is not
likely to be useful with our data. The number of passes might be something
we would benefit about, since it might be useful especially with smaller data
sets. This one however will increase the time and costs of building the model
and it is not likely to make big difference with our data. So with following
cases we will go with the default parameters.
Once we are happy with all the settings, we will ask Amazon to build a
model based on the data. With our data volumes of hundreds of rows of data
the service takes about two-three minutes to create the model. After creating
the model, we will examine its performance. The service will evaluate the
model performance using the evaluation set we define. We will randomly split
our data to training and evaluation data so that it uses 70% of the data for
training the model and 30% data for evaluating the model.
For evaluating the model the service will calculate predictions for the eval-
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Figure 4.8: The processing time per action count
Figure 4.9: The processing times per attachment count
Figure 4.10: The processing times per competence info updates
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uation data set using the model built with the training data set and then
calculate the RMSE for the predictions. The service will then in a similar
manner calculate a baseline RMSE using a baseline prediction model, which
simply uses the average of all values as prediction. By comparing our RMSE
to the baseline RMSE we can get some idea how well does our model perform.
However, we should not rely too much on this comparison, since even though
our solution would be better than the baseline solution, it might still not be
enough good for any practical uses cases.
We will build the model feature by feature, so that we can verify our fea-
tures and assumptions from the data simultaneously. We start with a feature
set that has only the processing time and municipality for each applications.
The Machine Learning service builds the linear regression model and gives an
RMSE-value 3 552 120 seconds (41 days). To understand this error we need
to examine our data little more. From Figure 4.3 we get a idea of the distribu-
tion of the verdict times. The median values are around 0.5∗107 = 5 000 000
(57 days). That means, that RMSE of our model is about 70% of the me-
dian value meaning that for most of our data the error would be 70% of the
value. That means that when the real processing time is 57 days the predic-
tion might be anything between 16 - 98 days. It is easy to understand that
this prediction is not accurate enough for any practical use. The prediction
is even slightly worse than the simple baseline solution that would be 3 544
602 seconds.
We continue to develop our model by adding the next feature, filling time
to the model. By adding this feature, we are able to improve our model
slightly and we get a RMSE 3 502 038s (40 days). The error goes down by 10
hours compared to previous error. For comparison we also build a model that
only has the filling time and the target. With this model the results are worse
than the baseline. Seems that the filling time only has effect on processing
time, when the information is combined with municipality. In Figure 4.11, we
see the processing times per filling times per each municipality. As we see,
for some municipalities the processing times seem to have more correlation
with filling times (B, F), whereas for other municipalities the values are more
scattered. Therefore it seems natural that these features must be combined
to bring up reasonable results.
Next thing we do is adding the start month to the feature set. The RMSE
is slightly greater than with previous features combination as shown in Ta-
ble 4.3. It questionable if start month brings any value to our model. We will
however keep the start month with us in the following experiments to find out
whether it would improve our model in some other feature combinations.
Next we add the applications per month feature to the feature set. By
including this feature we are able to get our RMSE down by about 10 hours
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Figure 4.11: The processing times (logarithmic values) per filling time per
municipality
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Features RMSE (s) Difference (s)
baseline 3 544 602 0
municipality 3 552 120 -7
filling time 3 821 804 - 277
municipality, filling time 3 502 038 42 563
municipality, filling time,
start month
3 506 041 38 560
municipality, filling time,
per month
3 480 556 64 045
municipality, filling time,
start month, per month
3 461 313 83 288
municipality, filling
time, start month,
per month, action
count
3 458 713 85 888
municipality, filling time,
action count
3 502 739 41 862
Table 4.3: RMSE:s with different feature sets
compared to feature set only containing municipality and filling time. It seems
that the applications per month has correlation with our target. When we
however add the start month to the feature set we are able to get even smaller
RMSE than with only per month -feature (Table 4.3). It seems that the start
month feature alone can not improve our model but when combined with the
applications per month feature it improves our model.
Finally we add the log event count as one of the features in the model. We
run it together with all other features introduced earlier in this Chapter. We
are able to get small improvement to our model. We try out a different combi-
nation of features and drop out the start month and the per month. Without
those features the RMSE grows significantly (Table 4.3). It seems that the
action count might bring some improvement to our model, but only combined
with other information such as start month or applications per month.
Our final results are presented in Table 4.3. In the table the feature set
and the RMSE and the difference to the baseline RMSE are presented. When
examining the results we notice that even the best results are only one day
better than the baseline. After all our model is still not much use in real
production environment. It is however good to keep in mind that our sce-
nario is relatively challenging and there is no quarantine that even the best
possible solution out of this data would be significantly better than our cur-
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rent solution. We will continue our implementation and discuss about further
possibilities to improve the model in Chapter 5.
In Chapter 4.4 we will implement the pipeline for predictions. For show
case we will choose features municipality, the filling time and the action count
for our model. By using these three features we can show how feature data
is collected and discuss about the structure of our pipeline.
4.4 Pipeline implementation
Once we have the model in the Amazon Machine Learning service we want to
integrate it to the Lupapiste service to show the real time predictions in the
user interface. The goal is to show to the user the prediction of the application
process real time after user has submitted his application.
As stated in Chapter 3.3 we suggest the Lambda Architecture for han-
dling the real time predictions. We will here discuss the implementation of
the speed, the batch and the serving layers. We will leave out the function-
ality of updating the machine learning model since it is not necessary for a
minimum implementation of the pipeline. If wanted, the model can be up-
dated manually following the same process as described in Chapter 4.3. How-
ever given that the current model has the data from past three years, model
update needs to be considered earliest after several months.
We will set up the components on the Amazon cloud environment and test
the latency of our predictions and the overall suitability of this pipeline to our
problem. We will setup the pipeline in the separate test environment. That
means we will not get an experience from running the pipeline in real produc-
tion environment and can not therefore confirm the scalabily of our pipeline
in production use. We will however learn about setting up the pipeline and
discuss about the implementation of it.
To understand the design of our pipeline we will go through our require-
ments detailed. Once user submits the application we want to offer a predic-
tion for the user based on his application. Amazon Machine Learning service
offers a real time prediction endpoint for requesting the prediction. However
as explained in the previous chapters about selecting the features and build-
ing the model, some of our features are not directly available in our data but
they must be derived from the data to the features. We want to use the count
of log events for the application as one of the features. To achieve that we
should go through the log files on a server each times we want to show a pre-
diction to the user. The log files are together several gigabytes and alone
reading the files to memory will cause a latency, not to talk about reading
through files and fetching the information we want.
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To avoid latency and possible errors while grepping and reading the log
files we will need to go for more intelligent solution. We will index our log
data to Amazon Relational Database (RDS). Any relational database from
any provider would work here, but we will use only Amazon components when
building this pipeline to offer smooth communication between components
and to take the advance of the cloud environment. In addition to relational
database Amazon offers also several non-relational database solutions, which
are specifically designed for fast data access. However the relational database
is suitable choice for us, since the relational databases are designed to aggre-
gate operations such as count, which is our use case here.
The relational database is the speed layer of the Lambda architecture.
Our speed layer design differs slightly from the suggested design in Chap-
ter 3.3. In the Lambda Architecture the speed layer supposedly contains ap-
plication logic constantly updating the view on the data. In our solution we
constantly query the data from our database. This is trade off between com-
plexity and scalability. Our solution is not the highly scalable but it is simple
and therefore less prone for errors and it works as long as the database size
does not grow too much.
To get the log data to our relational database we will need to modify the
Lupapiste service code. We will edit the code so that it pushes each log event
to our relational database immediately after the log event is created. The
advantage of method is that we have full control over when the log event is
indexed to our database. The downside is however that we need to modify
and maintain the code of the Lupapiste service. We will discuss about alter-
native implementation solutions in Chapter 5. In Chapter 4.1 we described
the two data sets: log data and operational data. When saving the event to
our relational database we can do the merge already while pushing the log
event to the database. That means that we attach the operational data to
each log row while pushing the event the to database. In similar way than
described in Chapter 4.1 we will for information security reasons need to filter
the data by omitting the data user inputted to the field.
When pushing a log entry to the real time layer database we will also push
the log entry to the master database (Fig. 4.12). The master database is part
of the batch layer which calculates the view to all of the data and updates the
serving layer. Once the batch process has finished, we can remove the data
from real time layer database. That way the queries to the real time database
stay relative fast, as the database stays small. The master database will stay
unmodified and no data will ever be removed from there.
The schema of the log data table both in the real time and master databases
is presented in Listing 4.1. As we see the schema contains both the features
from the operational data and from the log data as described earlier. We also
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see that there are several fields in the schema that are not part of our machine
learning model for instance longitude, latitude or canceled date. It would not
be necessary to save them to the database. We will however also save them
both to the real time database and master database in case we later want im-
prove or develop our machine learning model further and would also be need
any of these fields as features. By saving all the data already now there will
not be later a need for further modifications of Lupapiste service code or this
schema.
Listing 4.1: The schema for log data -table
CREATE TABLE l o g da ta (
datet ime timestamp ,
a p p l i c a t i o n I d varchar (40) ,
use r varchar (40) ,
role varchar (40) ,
action varchar (40) ,
t a r g e t varchar (200) ,
mun i c ipa l i t y Id varchar (40) ,
s t a t e varchar (40) ,
ope ra t i on Id varchar (100) ,
submittedDate timestamp ,
sentDate timestamp ,
verdictGivenDate timestamp ,
cance ledDate timestamp ,
i sCance l ed boolean ,
lon varchar (40) ,
l a t varchar (40)
) ;
Overall the process of offering the real time prediction to user is described
in Figure 4.12. In the right upper corner we have the Lupapiste service. The
arrow from Lupapiste to real time database describes the log data flow from
the Lupapiste to the real time database and to the master database. The
merge symbol describes the phase where log data is enriched with the oper-
ational data before pushing it to the databases.
Further in Figure 4.12 the arrow from the Lupapiste component to the
Lambda component is the request for the real-time prediction, triggered by
the user submitting the application. The Lambda component here is an in-
stance of Amazon Lambda service. Amazon Lambda service is a service pro-
vided by Amazon and it should not be confused with the Lambda architecture
described in Chapter 3.3. Lambda service is stateless computing platform,
which runs Python, Java or JavaScript -code that programmer offers. The
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Figure 4.12: The data pipeline system architecture diagram
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code is configured to run on events such as a new data entry in a database
or as in our case configured to run on API-calls via Amazon API Gateway.
After running the code the Lambda will clean the running environment and
shut itself down until the next event. The programmer of the service does
not need to set up the server or container for the code to run, but Lambda
will handle all of these automatically.
The call to Lambda goes through Amazon API Gateway component that
triggers the Amazon Lambda component. The API Gateway wakes up the
Lambda component and delivers the request from the Lupapiste service to the
Lambda. The API Gateway will also return the response from the Lambda
service to the Lupapiste service acting as a proxy to the Lambda.
The Lambda contains the business logic of our pipeline. The whole Lambda
-code can be viewed in Appendix A. After being invoked the Lambda will read
the request body transmitted from the Lupapiste service. The body contains
the application id, start date, submit date and municipality of the applica-
tion in JSON-format as shown in Listing 4.2. All of this data is stored as
such in the Lupapiste service database. That means we can easily query this
data from the database when making the request for the prediction in the
Lupapiste service.
Listing 4.2: Request Body from Lupapiste to API Gateway
{
” a p p l i c a t i o n I d ” : ”LP−710−2016−00288”,
” mun i c ipa l i ty ” : ”018” ,
” s t a r t t i m e ” : ”2016−01−25 11 : 50 : 09 . 570000” ,
” submit t ime ” : ”2016−02−18 13 :31 : 38 . 434000”
}
The Lambda component will make a query to the real time database to
read how many log items there are for given application id. Latest here we see
why it is crucial to update the real time database immediately after the log
event. If our log events are not updated to the database this query will bring
smaller result than the actual count of the log events and therefore give biased
prediction to our application processing time. After that Lambda queries the
serving layer to get the history view on the data. Finally Lambda combines
these results by summing the log event counts from the real time database
and serving layer for a total event count.
The other features in our chosen model are the filling time and the munic-
ipality. The municipality of the application is provided in the request so no
further actions are needed to get this value. The filling time can be calculated
be subtracting the start time from the submit time provided in the request.
After collecting the features we will fetch the real time prediction from the
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Amazon Machine Learning service. After that we return the prediction to
the Lupapiste, which shows the prediction in the user interface.
The arrow from the master database to the MapReduce describes our
batch layer functionality. The MapReduce component is a Hadoop instance
that runs in Amazon cloud. It takes in our data and aggregates the data in a
similar manner than in the speed layer. It reads in all enriched log data from
the master database and calculates the application count for each application
by grouping the log events by the application id. For configuring the Hadoop
to execute the described functionality we use Apache Pig script language. Pig
script language will let us write our logic using SQL like queries, which will
be run distributed in the Hadoop instance [27]. Our Pig script for configuring
the Hadoop instance can be seen in Appendix B.
After finishing the batch process the Hadoop instance writes the results
to text files in Amazon S3 bucket. To get data to our serving layer, we need
to import data from text files to our serving layer which is essentially a key-
value database in Amazon cloud. In this process we use Amazon pipeline
components that are specifically designed for converting data between text
files and database. For our serving layer we use Amazon Dynamo database.
Amazon Dynamo database offers a simple key-value interface, where objects
can be fetched by their corresponding key. By design the Dynamo database
emphases availability over the data consistency, making it highly available
data storage [10]. This provides us fast and easy access to our data in the
serving layer.
The part missing from the architecture diagram is the logic which trig-
gers the batch process and empties the real time layer. These are however
implementation specific questions and not performance critical in a similar
manner than the speed layer. Therefore we will not go to the implementa-
tion of those components. Essentially these can be handled with Amazon
pipeline components.
Overall our pipeline performance is satisfying. We are able to get our pre-
dictions in few seconds even when the real time database, which is the perfor-
mance wise potentially the biggest bottle neck, has 50 000 rows. Overall set-
ting up and configuring all the components was relatively easy and overall the
architecture is easy to maintain, as very little custom or ad hoc components
are needed. We will discuss further about our data pipeline in Chapter 5.
Chapter 5
Discussion
Overall our data pipeline performed well and was relatively easy to set up.
The Amazon Machine Learning service turned out to be a good solution con-
cerning to our pipeline. Instead of building a complicated service with ma-
chine learning libraries and several data processing solutions, we got a ready
build machine learning service. That made building the real time predictions
pipeline significantly easier. Also the Lambda Architecture supported well
our goal of building a real time pipeline. The pipeline separated the fast real
time layer from the slow, big data batches, offering a fast but robust setup
for real time predictions.
Our pipeline offers high scalability for requesting predictions. The Lambda
component handling the requests scales almost limitless. As no state informa-
tion is required for the Lambda component, several Lambda components can
easily run simultaneously. The Amazon Machine Learning service promises
to deliver up to 200 predictions per second, which makes it possible for us to
serve up 200 people submitting their applications simultaneously. Our serv-
ing layer, Amazon Dynamo database also offers fast access on the history
view of the data. According to Amazon, even up to 20 000 simultaneously
read operations are allowed.
However the amount of connections to the relational database components
of our pipeline is limited. Depending from the price category, the maximum
amount of connections is limited to hundreds or to thousands of concurrent
connections. Unlike other components in the pipeline the relational databases
need to handle random write operations, as the log data is written to the
database, as user fills in his application. That makes the relational databases
a potential bottle neck of our pipeline. If the amount of connections exceeds
the maximum amount allowed by Amazon, it would lead to possible delays
in the process or even in data loss.
To avoid this bottle neck in our pipeline a service specialized for handling
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fast data streams such as Apache Kafka could be used to read in the log events
[1]. Essentially the Kafka system reads in stream of events and stores them in
internal queue which applications subscribe to consume the events [18]. An
application subscribing Kafka event queue could then read events from the
queue and process and write the data for example on key-value pair database
to offer the real time view on the data. An other application subscribing the
events could then handle writing data to the master database. This way we
could avoid possible bottlenecks caused by the relational databases. How-
ever as we did not test our pipeline in real production environment, we did
not have possibility to experiment with this matter. We will therefore leave
scaling the log event writing for further research.
Other matter to discuss about in our pipeline design is, that it requires
modifications to the existing Lupapiste -code. The modifications to the ser-
vice code need be maintained over the service lifetime and if requirements for
the pipeline evolve the code needs to be updated. This requires extra work
and might lead to errors and bugs in the system. To avoid modifying the code
we could have used a specific log aggregation tool to read and index the log
files from the server. Actually the Lupapiste service already has a Splunk log
aggregation tool configured and running. We could have run queries over the
data using the Splunk tool instead of using a relational database for index-
ing the log data. The flaw of this approach is however that we do not have
direct control on when the Splunk indexes the log data. If the data is not in-
dexed immediately after the log event, that might cause possible bias in our
predictions. Therefore our solution turned out to be fluent for our case.
Building the machine learning model with the Amazon Machine Learn-
ing service also had its challenges. Despite of our efforts and logical reason-
ing even our best feature combination gave predictions which were only one
day better than the baseline. There are however many factors that can ex-
plain our results. According to Lupapiste service specialists from Solita, the
biggest factor effecting the application processing time is the personnel. For
example the overall work situation of personnel handling the applications has
great impact on the processing times. The work situation of the personnel is
however not directly available in our data. We tried to tackle this by using
the applications per month as one of the features in our model, however with
no significant success. It seems that the personnel handling the applications
are also involved in several other tasks which are non-related to Lupapiste
service and therefore not available in our data.
Other factor related to the personnel is people being away from work.
Naturally this is difficult to predict since people might be away from work due
sick leave or due other non-predictable causes. We tried to take this factor
into account by selecting the month of the application to one of the features.
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We assumed that some months might be slower due holiday seasons. We were
able to get some improvement to the model with this feature, but again no
significant change. In addition to holidays and overall workload there are also
many other things about personnel that might effect the application process-
ing time which are just not available in our data. These could be for example
changes in the personnel, the personnel competence and habits.
One more circumstance noted by the Lupapiste specialist as one of the
reason to delayed processing times is the quality of the attachments. The at-
tachments might not simply be at the level what is expected and do not show
the information what is needed. The quality of the attachments is however
obviously not visible in the log data, so can not be used as feature. Other
thing pointed by the specialists was that the quality of the answers in any
point of the application is generally poor and that effects the processing time.
Due information security reasons as stated before this user inputted content
had to be filtered out for our experiments. Given that Amazon is trusted
cloud provider by many public sector instances in US it might not be impos-
sible to negotiate possibility to upload the user inputted content to Amazon
cloud environment1. Especially it might have been possible to upload the
data to cloud environment, if we would have kept the data in the area of Eu-
ropean Union. That is possible due Amazon offering several regions for its
services, some of them being located in the area of European Union. It is
however good to notice that even though we would have included the user
inputted text to our data, analyzing free text is not trivial and would have
required additional methods and research.
Adding comprehensive logging data or utilizing various data sets for ex-
ample data from the human resources systems of the municipalities might
have improved our model. Also adding some information about the attach-
ments might have given us more insight to the predictions. However it is good
to notice that in any case our scenario is challenging. By only utilizing the in-
formation that is available the moment user submits the application we limit
ourselves a lot. For example if we would wait until the moment one of the
personnel assigns the application for himself we could use that information
as part of the prediction and possible improve our predictions. However then
we would needed to give up the real time aspect from our predictions.
Other factor we can discuss in our predictions quality is the Amazon Ma-
chine Learning service. Many ways Amazon Machine Learning service turned
out to be suitable for our problem. The usage and adaption of the service
turned out to be really straightforward and the performance of the real time
predictions turned out to be fast. However in the machine learning point
1https://aws.amazon.com/compliance/resources/
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of view the service was limited to one algorithm, linear regression. If the
service would have offered other machine learning algorithms it would have
been possible to explore with different methods and possible get better pre-
dictions quality. Also for experimenting with the data the service turned out
be relatively ungraceful. The service utilized surprisingly little automation in
this matter. For example when wanting to try different sorts of combination
of features user had to upload all different feature combinations manually.
By adding a relatively simple feature that automatically trains and evalu-
ates different feature combinations from feature set would have dramatically
improved the service usability. Also chance to train a linear regression model
locally using tools such as Matlab or R and to upload that model to Amazon
Machine Learning service would have been an interesting possibility.
The prices of the Machine learning service were relatively decent for our
needs. As doing this research in December 2016, machine learning model
building costed 0.42$/hour. The real time predictions costed 0.0001$ per
one prediction. With our volumes of data that would mean few dollars per
day. Other costs for the pipeline come from the Lambda component, the
MapReduce component, the API Gateway and the databases, from which the
databases are the most expensive components in the system prices moving
between 10-500$ per month depending the size of the database and other de-
sign details. With our data volumes our pipeline solution would cost around
100-400$ per month.
As for further research we have few proposals for improving the predic-
tions quality. We would suggest combining more data sets for the predictive
model for example data sets from other municipality systems. The other data
sets might be able to give insight on the missing factors such as personnel
work situation. They might also provide complete new inside about construc-
tion related circumstances in the municipality area. In addition to different
data sets, also different research methods could be applied. It might be useful
to interview municipality personnel about the matters they think effect the
most the application process. It might also be interesting to observe the mu-
nicipality personnel at work through typical working week. That would give
a good insight on where does the processing time of the application actually
go.
For further research we also suggests researching some other promising
prediction targets. For example it might be possible to create a machine
learning model that would predict whether the application will be rejected
or accepted after the process and tell, which are the factors effecting this.
This model could then be used to warn user about whether his application
will be accepted or not and give user the information needed to correct the
application to the state that it will be accepted. This would however require
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enriching the data with the information about whether the application was
accepted or not, as this information is not available in our data set.
For further research regarding the pipeline, we suggest testing the pipeline
in production or in simulated production environment. Essential would be to
test how does the pipeline scale under heavy write operations and how fast
do the predictions serve when the databases have extensive amount of data.
Based on these tests, design improvements could be suggested for the pipeline
such duplicating certain components in the pipeline or replacing some bottle
neck components with complete new design decisions.
Chapter 6
Conclusions
The objective of this thesis was to bring real time predictions to the Lupapiste
Web service. The aim was to show user her/his application processing time
meaning the time from the point she/he submits the application to the point
when municipality gives a verdict about the application. In contrast to most
of the previous research, we applied supervised learning method to the Web
context. The goal was to learn about Amazon Machine Learning service and
about the challenges of building a real time prediction pipeline and discuss
about the right architecture choice for the pipeline.
We built a linear regression model based on Lupapiste log and operational
data using Amazon Machine Learning service. For information security rea-
sons, we filtered out all the user inputted content from the log data. We chose
the features to the model based on explorative data analyses. We learned that
the filling time, the municipality, the application month and the applications
per month have effect on application processing time. We also learned that
the action count in the log files probably has some correlation with the pro-
cessing time. We were able to build a model which performed better than
a baseline solution, still however relatively poorly. Our model was one day
better than the baseline solution. We discussed that the cause for this might
have been that not all factors that effect the processing time are available in
our data. These sort of factors would have been information about the per-
sonnel, their overall work situation and holidays and information about the
application attachments. We also pointed out that filtering the data so that
all user inputted content was left out also probably effected our prediction
accuracy.
For improving the predictions we suggest further research where the Lupa-
piste dataset could be combined with some other datasets from other munic-
ipality systems. We also suggest experimenting with different research meth-
ods for example interviewing the municipality personnel to get clearer picture
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of what is the internal process of processing applications in the municipality.
We considered Amazon Machine Learning service a good choice concern-
ing our pipeline. The service was easy to start using and to integrate to our
pipeline. Using a ready built machine learning service simplified our pipeline
design. The service also had sufficient performance considering the real time
predictions. However from machine learning point of view the service turned
out to be relative simple. The service had only one available algorithm for
building the predictive machine learning model: linear regression. It would
have been interesting to explore with different machine learning methods.
Also even though advertised for exploring the data, the service user interface
did not really serve that purpose.
We built the real time analytics pipeline using Amazon components. We
built the pipeline by the guidelines of the Lambda Architecture. The archi-
tecture worked well to our problem and building the pipeline was relatively
easy as many of the Amazon components supported our needs directly and
were easy to set up. We did not, however, test our solution in production so
no real performance data from production is available nor production ready
solution. This was left for further research. We considered the price of all
needed pipeline components decent.
We learned that the pipeline design depends heavily on the nature of the
data, for example, which features need to be collected for predictions. To
summarize we could say that the biggest lesson from this Thesis is that it is
essential to study the data before starting to build a pipeline around it. Lots
of efforts and money might be lost in pipeline design and implementation if
at the end no real machine learning model can be built from the data or the
design does not meet the actual requirements. Even if some decent predic-
tions would be built without any analytics of the data, it is unlikely that any
company would want to invest this sort of service or show any predictions to
the users in the long run, if there is really no understanding about what the
predictions are based on.
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Appendix A
The AWS-Lambda function code
in Python
Listing A.1: The Lambda -function
import psycopg2
import boto3
from datet ime import datet ime
def lambda handler ( event , context ) :
print event
try :
conn = psycopg2 . connect ( ”dbname=’ po s tg r e s ’ user
= ’ ’ host =’ l u p a p i s t e l o g d b p s q l . cgrw7ecd7cn4 . eu
−west−1. rds . amazonaws . com ’ password = ’ ’” )
except :
raise RuntimeError ( ”Can not connect to db” )
cur = conn . cu r so r ( )
cur . execute ( ”””SELECT COUNT( a p p l i c a t i o n I d ) FROM
l o g d a t a WHERE a p p l i c a t i o n I d = %s GROUP BY
a p p l i c a t i o n I d ””” , ( event [ ” a p p l i c a t i o n I d ” ] , ) )
count ob j = cur . f e t c h a l l ( ) ;
i f not count ob j or len ( count ob j ) != 1 or len (
count ob j [ 0 ] ) != 1 :
raise RuntimeError ( ”Data base returned
something unexcepted ” )
count = count obj [ 0 ] [ 0 ]
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dynamodb = boto3 . r e s ou r c e ( ’dynamodb ’ )
t ab l e = dynamodb . Table ( ’ a p p l i c a t i o n s ’ )
item = tab l e . ge t i t em (Key={” id ” : event [ ”
a p p l i c a t i o n I d ” ] } )
batch count = item [ ”Item” ] [ ” count ” ]
count = int ( count ) + int ( batch count )
submit t ime = datet ime . s t rpt ime ( event [ ” submit t ime ”
] , ’%Y−%m−%d %H:%M:%S.% f ’ )
s t a r t t i m e = datet ime . s t rpt ime ( event [ ” s t a r t t i m e ” ] ,
’%Y−%m−%d %H:%M:%S.% f ’ )
f i l l i n g t i m e = ( submit t ime − s t a r t t i m e ) .
t o t a l s e c o n d s ( )
mun i c ipa l i ty = event [ ” mun i c ipa l i ty ” ]
c l i e n t = boto3 . c l i e n t ( ’ machine learn ing ’ )
re sponse = c l i e n t . p r e d i c t (
MLModelId=’ml−EIvVGmXBdBt ’ ,
Record={
” mun i c ipa l i ty ” : munic ipa l i ty ,
” act ion−count ” : str ( count ) ,
” f i l l i n g −time ” : str ( f i l l i n g t i m e ) ,
” opera t i on ” : ” p i e n t a l o ” } ,
PredictEndpoint=’ https : // r ea l t ime .
machine learn ing . eu−west−1.amazonaws . com ’
)
return re sponse
Appendix B
The Hadoop Pig script
Listing B.1: Pig script to calculated amount of log events per application
−− Load l o g data rows
l o g da ta = LOAD ’ l og da ta ’ USING PigStorage ( ’ ; ’ ) AS (
datetime , app l i c a t i on Id , i s In foReques t , operat ion ,
munic ipa l i ty Id , userId , role , action , t a r g e t ) ;
−− Se l e c t a p p l i c a t i o n i d s
a p p l i c a t i o n i d s = FOREACH log da ta GENERATE a p p l i c a t i o n I d ;
−− Group rows by a pp l i c a t i o n id
grouped by id = GROUP a p p l i c a t i o n i d s BY a p p l i c a t i o n I d ;
−− Ca l cu l a t e rows per a pp l i c a t i o n
l o g e v e n t c o u n t s = FOREACH grouped by id GENERATE group as
id , COUNT( a p p l i c a t i o n i d s ) AS eventCount ;
−− Join o r i g i n a l data l o g e v en t c oun t s
j o i n ed = join l o g e v e n t c o u n t s by id , l og da ta by
a p p l i c a t i o n I d ;
−− Se l e c t f e a t u r e s
a p p l i c a t i o n s w i t h e v e n t c o u n t s = fo r each j o in ed generate
app l i c a t i on Id , eventCount , mun i c ipa l i t y Id ;
−− Save r e s u l t s
STORE a p p l i c a t i o n s w i t h e v e n t c o u n t s INTO ’ / r e s u l t s /grouped
’ USING PigStorage ( ) ;
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